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Lil Tjay

[Pre-Chorus]
So I'm skrting off the scene in a foreign see me gone
Been winding up in cali smoking GT out the bong

Shawty pulled up in a thong
I dont know what she on

If she ask to spend the night then I'ma give her what she want[Verse 1]
Everythings going gucci see me Louis V

I can't let a nigga shoot me I'm in a two seat
And before I speak about her rather grab a loose leaf

30 clip better dip and I'm in a hooptie
And we spinning out the block wit a mini uzi

Had to send a couple shots I been acting boujee
All the sudden all these thots let me in they coochie

They gone make they pussy pop tryna get my blue cheese
Lowkey i be in the shits tryna O.D

Lowkey cause the industry I'm not the old me
Lowkey started peeping niggas not my homies

Phoney nigga ate that shit like
Macaroni

I remember last year niggas went to Coney
Never thought that this year I'd have a deal with Sony

Lil tjay sb I'm the one and only
And I just came home and everybody know me
If you want another call goat you gotta clone me

Quit talkin' 'bout some loyalty you never showed me
Nigga I don't owe you like you never owed me

Once I got a little clout everybody know me
And we never had to prove this we really do this

You was never in the field you was on your school shit
And my energy is boosted my mind exuted

They gone make a nigga lose it they acting stupid
I got up out my Burken

It's working
She said she a virgin

It's hurting
But she ain't never show me love when my pockets hurting

Now she see a nigga on she fucking and slurping
And they see me putting on and it got them nervous

Swear I never need a ball I did that on purpose
And I used to play the block with the fiends

Got some knot to my jeans
If a nigga talk hot
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We gone pop for his bean
I'm coming strong and they knew that

You ain't not competition boy don't think you wanna do that
You had your chance but you blew that

Everybody asking who that
The fuck going on

Someone in my circle started leaking out my songs
I'ma stay ten toes

I'ma still go strong
Ion get these snake niggas

BST ain't get along
[Chorus]

So I'm skrting off the scene in a foreign see me gone
Been wildin' out in Cali smoking JT out the bong

Shawty pulled up in a thong
I don't know what she on

If she ask to spend the night then I'ma give her what she want
Fuck her one time maybe two times

If she do fine
Make your boo mine

I'm in the stu
This my new grind

I'm cooking up I'm cooking up
Ain't tryna lose time

I shoot it up
Don't give a fuck

Ain't tryna lose mine
[Verse 2]

Gang gang
Growing up I was stain gang

Stain gang
Promise I was only tryna maintain

Lil tjay sb that's the gang gang
Ask about me but they tell you how my name rang

And I know they gone hate 'cause I'm up now
I'm at the point where I don't really give a fuck now

Free the guys I'ma say it till they touchdown
One day everybody have a bust down[Chorus]

So I'm skrting off the scene in a foreign see me gone
Been winding up in Cali smoking GT out the bong

Shawty pulled up in a thong
I don't know what she on

If she ask to spend the night then I'ma give her what she want
Fuck her one time maybe two times

If she do fine
Make your boo mine

I'm in the stu
This my new grind

I'm cooking up I'm cooking up



Ain't tryna lose time
I shoot it up

Don't give a fuck
Ain't tryna lose mine
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